EXECUTIVE

Education Program
The Defense Security Cooperation University (DSCU) is now offering executive-level courses for executives and leaders

from any U.S. Government agency, with Security Cooperation (SC) responsibilities who seek to build upon and refine their

SC knowledge. The focus is on a broad understanding of SC and its strategic application to achieve defense and national
security objectives.

DSCU, the Department of Defense’s Center of Excellence for SC education and training, offers two course options for

executives - both funded by the Defense Security Cooperation Agency. Note: Though these course are typically hosted at

the DSCU National Capital Region campus in Crystal City, VA, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all classes are hosted virtually.

SECURITY COOPERATION EXECUTIVE

SENIOR EXECUTIVE SEMINAR

(EXEC-901)

(EXEC-911)

A 5-day course for O-6 and above, GS-15 and above,

This bespoke course is for 2-Star General and Flag

and Flag Officers, providing executive-level review

strategic overview of SC for leaders in key government

or U.S. military E-9 Senior Enlisted Advisors to General
of major US Government SC structures, policies, and

programs. The small group format allows students to

gain a deep understanding of how SC should be used
as a tool for national power in support of the National
Defense Strategy and how to engage in discussions

and policymaking to bring SC issues into the broader
problem set. Courses of interest include:
• SC and Great Power Competition
• SC in the Defense Industrial Base
• Ethics and SC

Officer or equivalents and above and will provide a
positions. This private course is taught on demand

and will be tailored specifically to the leader’s time,

requirements, regional focus, and interest. DSCU will

plan detailed course content with the executive’s staff

to ensure it is of the highest value. The expected length
is 2-days but this can be adjusted based on needs.

Registration
Please contact Mr. David Johnson
david.a.johnson161.ctr@mail.mil

• History of SC

Register Online

The instructors were fantastic -

For more information:
(571) 436-0187

knowledgeable and vastly experienced. I
jason.w.arnold4.civ@mail.mil

Crystal Gateway II (CG2)
1225 South Clark Street, 3rd Floor Suite 301
Arlington, VA 22202
DSCU is a component of the Defense Security Cooperation Agency.

especially liked the instruction when they

linked academic Security Cooperation
concepts to real-world current events.
— O-6 Security Cooperation planner at

SOUTHCOM

